
JESUS CHRIST IN A PARADISE CALLED HEAVEN AND WHAT HE SHOWED ME ABOUT THE BEACHES AND 
THE CASTLES AND FORESTS, AND WHAT HAPPENED THERE The parables and the values they stand for, 
God can show many ways to teach them to young readers and adult alike. 

 

This is a story about the kingdom of God—and heaven, as we know its name on here on earth. When 
Jesus took me to heaven, he showed me all the written parables written in the bible exemplified in 
visuals and visions, it’s kind of like putting on a pair of goggles and seeing what you are reading and 
living in the word of God and experiencing some of the most iconic and important lessons from the 
bible. God gave me a way to explore his book through this medium so that I can understand more 
deeply and confidently what the parables teach, and how we as human being can apply god’s principles 
to our lives and benefit from reaping the intellectual and moral values and truths the bible is keen about 
upholding and honoring.  

 

 

The first story god told me was that of a beloved classic, one of my favorite stories, snow white and the 
seven dwarves. this story starts in the kitchen with a quarter green cup of hard boiled carrots; this 
represents  that the kingdom of god  like a mustard seed, small and insignificant at first, and gives food 
that is a small portion of a carrot,  but given time to grow and mature, and proper food and sunlight, 
fertilizer and plenty of love, can and will turn into a magnificent garden one day, full of all the different 
seed varieties, bell peppers to large carrots to cucumbers alike, and all in god’s plan and will and timing 
for all of the beautiful seeds to sprout. this will turn into a vegetable basket with god’s loveliest lettuce 
and Swiss chard available. God’s garden is a fruitful one, with a lush plentiful harvest with many peas for 
shelling and corn for shucking. Baby tomatoes picked fresh from the vines from outside and whole milk, 
with yellow squash a cup of garbanzo beans, a cup of tomato sauce, and cheese. The tomatoes from the 
vines are plump and healthy and juicy, too! you take one bite, and they pop into your mouth and all the 
milk, they combine perfectly. 

 

There are many other fruits such as the pea, that can be used in salads and fruit baskets, and green 
apples are always happy to be used in the salad bowl. this teaches that it’s not about how small the 
carrot cup with steamed carrots is, as starts out every snow white story, in the kitchen before snow 
white goes to school, it’s about what it can grow into and the seeds that were planted started out as a 
familiar snow white story, but the journey will take us to Jesus and his plan and will for all of his 
children, but first in this dream, I had experience with sports in the neighborhood, In the streets, there 
were all of theses tall buildings and I had experience running really quickly from one building to the next, 
because I was an athlete in this dream and I believe I had athlete shoes and clothes on for running turn 
to turn, corner to corner, street to street. Down this avenue in this dream, I was apparently a well-
known jogger or sportsperson. This dream represents my mind trying to declutter itself and preparing to 
go on a mental run, or figurative jog, around the neighborhood in my mind, to prepare when God took 
my spirit up to heaven and gave me the wisdom to stay on the path and God showed me heaven and 



this was a warmup jog to get my brain thinking. This is the start of a great spiritual journey that God 
took me on. and I am happy to be teaching you them in this story.  

 

 

 


